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Sperry Fabric Architecture
Sperry Fabric Architecture combines the art of  sailmaking, the strength of  marine rigging, and cutting-edge technology to construct beautiful cloth surfaces. From 
simple and elegant shade sails to engineered tension structures, we appreciate that a customized space can be of  the utmost importance. Designed with care and 
expertise, our unique products are sure to be the perfect shade solution. 

info@sperryfabricarchitecture.com
1.774.849.3505
15 Dexter Lane

Rochester, MA 02770
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Custom Canopies
Custom canopies are similar in proportion and grace to our 
classic Sperry Tents. Each custom canopy is specially designed to 
complement a specific space. We offer both event-based and 
seasonal options, as well as custom woodwork and sidewalls. 
Another great feature is logo artwork, which is perfect for 
corporate events and commercial use. 
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Frame Awnings
Frame awnings are decorative overhangs above windows, 
entrances, and porches. Generally our custom frames are wood, 
as we find that medium to be more easily customizable and 
aesthetically pleasing than pre-fabricated metal frames. 
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The Sperry Arch
The Sperry Arch is our latest and most versatile wooden frame 
awning.  Curved, laminated rafters provide a luminous high 
ceiling in a frame that can be free-standing or attach to an 
existing structure. 
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The Savannah Series
Savannah Series Tents are an elegant option for venues, event 
planners, and private owners. These wooden framed tents feature 
clearstory windows, which are a second row of  windows above 
an adjacent roof. This classic architectural feature can be found 
on temples, cathedrals, and opera houses around the world. 
Clearstory windows allow sunlight to stream into the tent during 
the day, and a warm glow to shine outwardly at night. 

Our one-of-a-kind Savannah Series tents feature a curved, 
handcrafted wooden frame with sleek support brackets and 
masterful craftsmanship. Each piece is carefully constructed in 
our tent barn here in Rochester, Massachusetts.
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Sperry Tents
Sperry Tents, originally designed by sailmaker Steve Sperry, 
feature nautical elements in the form of  graceful lines and 
sturdy, weather-tight construction. Our classic Sperry Tents 
range in size from round 16’ tents to rectangular 66’ x 146’ 
tents. Our pole tents have perimeter poles evenly spaced along 
the edge and between 1 and 14 center poles, depending on the 
size.

The full line of  Sperry Tents is available to the Sperry Tents 
licensed rental territories, as well as custom orders for private 
buyers, in our signature colors – oyster, and navy with white 
stars. Custom options are available based on the customer’s 
preference for size, fabric type and color, and special 
considerations. We can also match a logo using web graphics, 
company letterhead, or various other sources for a signature flair.
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Tension Structures 
Tension structures can be free standing or incorporated into a 
building’s landscape. Our tensioned covers, whether expansively 
large like the Williams College commencement awning or small 
tensioned awnings for a home patio, use varying levels at the 
corner anchors which create a slight twist in the fabric. This 
twist is multi-functional — it assists in stability and shedding 
water, and adds interest and artistry to the appearance of  the 
finished project. 
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Behind the Scenes
For more than thirty years, Sperry Sails has been a small business 
dedicated to creating elegant and practical products. Here in the 
tent barn, we take great care with each artfully handcrafted 
structure. From the wood shop, to the welding table, to fabric 
production, we work with clean lines and welcoming spaces in 
mind.

Our family-run business believes that local is better, and we 
continually reaffirm this belief  by employing local craftsmen, 
patronizing area businesses, and supporting community 
organizations whenever possible. We also feel strongly about 
protecting our environment. Promoting sustainability and a 
healthy environment impacts the way our business runs on a 
daily basis.
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